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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty-Nine.

An Act to promote reduced use of toxic and hazardous substan
ces IN THE COMMONWEALTH.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House o f Representatives in General 
Court assembled, and by the authority o f the same, as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Whereas the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
2 has suffered severe environmental and public and occupational
3 health problems caused by releases of toxic and hazardous sub-
4 stances, it is hereby resolved that the most effective way to
5 promote industrial hygiene, worker safety, and protection of the
6 environment and public health in the Commonwealth is through
7 reductions in the use of toxic and hazardous substances. To this
8 end, the policy goals of this act shall be:
9 1. To establish toxics use reduction as the preferred means for

10 achieving compliance with all environmental, workplace, and
11 consumer protection laws and for minimizing the risks associated
12 with the use of toxic or hazardous substances and the production
13 of toxic or hazardous substances or hazardous wastes;
14 2. To promote reductions in the production and use of toxic
15 or hazardous substances within the Commonwealth, both through
16 the programs established in Section Two of this act and through
17 existing toxics-related state programs;
18 3. To enhance and strengthen the enforcement of existing envi-
19 ronmental laws and regulations within the Commonwealth; and
20 4. To promote coordination and cooperation between all state
21 departments and agencies administering toxics-related programs.

1 SECTION 2. The General Laws are hereby amended by
2 inserting after chapter twenty-one H the following chapter:
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3 CHAPTER 211.
4 MASSACHUSETTS TOXICS USE REDUCTION ACT.

5 Section 1. This chapter shall be known and may be cited as the
6 “Massachusetts Toxics Use Reduction Act.”
7 Section 2. Definitions.
8 In this chapter, the following words shall have the following
9 meanings:

10 “Bureau,” the bureau of toxics use reduction established by
11 section three of this chapter.
12 “Commissioner,” the commissioner of the department of envi-
13 ronmental quality engineering.
14 “Council,” the administrative council on toxics use reduction
15 as established by section four of this chapter.
16 “Department,” the department of environmental quality
17 engineering.
18 “Educational/medical user,” a tax exempt entity engaged
19 primarily in education, research, or medical treatment which uses
20 toxic or hazardous substances in connection with instruction,
21 education, research, or medical treatment.
22 “Facility,” all buildings, equipment, structures, and other
23 stationary items which are located on a single site or on contiguous
24 or adjacent sites and which are owned or operated by the same
25 person, or by any person who controls, is controlled by, or under
26 common control with, such person.
27 “Mixture,” any solution or intimate admixture of two or more
28 substances, at least one of which is present as a toxic or hazardous
29 substance, which do not react chemically with each other.
30 “Person,” any individual, trust, firm, joint stock company,
31 corporation (including a government corporation), partnership,
32 association or entity engaged in business or in providing service,
33 the commonwealth of Massachusetts, municipality, commission,
34 political subdivision of the commonwealth of Massachusetts, or
35 interstate body.
36 “Production process,” a process, line, method, activity, or
37 technique used to produce a product, an intermediate product,
38 or a desired result. Each key intermediary step in the production
39 of products or desired results within a facility shall be a
40 “production process.”
41 “Small quantity toxics user,” any person that manufactures,
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42 processes or otherwise uses any toxic or hazardous substance as
43 defined in this section, but in amounts less than the threshold
44 amounts established in the definition of “toxics user” in this
45 section.
46 “Toxic,” toxic or hazardous.
47 “Toxic or hazardous substance,” any chemical substance in a
48 gaseous, liquid or solid state which is defined as a “toxic or
49 hazardous substance” in section one of chapter one hundred and
50 eleven F of the General Laws. Substances not present on the
51 Massachusetts substance list established pursuant to section four
52 of chapter one hundred and eleven F of the General Laws shall
53 not be subject to the provisions of this chapter. Furthermore, for
54 purposes of this chapter, this term shall not include substances
55 which are pesticides or herbicides when used as pesticides or
56 herbicides in routine commercial agricultural applications.
57 “Toxic or hazardous substance list,” all chemicals identified in
58 the definition of “toxic or hazardous substance” in this section.
59 “Toxics,” toxic or hazardous substances.
60 “Toxics use reduction,” in-plant changes in production
61 processes or raw materials that reduce, avoid, or eliminate the use
62 of toxic or hazardous substances or generation of hazardous
63 byproducts per unit of product, so as to reduce risks to the health
64 of workers, consumers, or the environment, without shifting risks
65 between workers, consumers, or parts of the environment. Toxics
66 use reduction shall be achieved through any of the following
67 techniques:
68 1. Input substitution, which refers to replacing a toxic or
69 hazardous substance or raw material used in a production process
70 with a non-toxic or less toxic substance;
71 2. Product reformulation, which refers to substituting for an
72 existing end-product an end-product which is non or less toxic
73 upon use, release or disposal;
74 3. Production process redesign or modification, which refers
75 to developing and using production processes of a different design
76 than those currently used;
77 4. Production process modernization, which refers to
78 upgrading or replacing existing production process equipment
79 and methods with other equipment and methods based on the
80 same production process;
81 5. Improved operation and maintenance of production process
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82 equipment and methods which refers to modifying or adding to
83 existing equipment or methods including, but not limited to, such
84 techniques as improved housekeeping practices, system adjust-
85 ments, product and process inspections, or production process
86 control equipment or methods; or
87 6. Recycling, reuse, or extended use of toxics by using equip-
88 ment or methods which become an integral part of the produc-
89 tion process of concern, including but not limited to filtration and
90 other closed loop methods.
91 However, toxics use reduction shall not include or in any way 1
92 be inferred to promote or require incineration, transfer from one
93 medium of release or discharge to other media, off-site or out of
94 process waste recycling, or methods of end of pipe treatment of
95 toxics as waste.
96 “Toxics user,” any person that, after the effective date of this
97 act, manufactures, processes, or otherwise uses any toxic or
98 hazardous substance in an amount the same as or greater than
99 the threshold amount, which shall be initially established as

100 follows:
101 i. for those entities that manufacture or process a toxic or
102 hazardous substance, as the terms “manufacture” and “process”
103 are defined in Title III, Section 313 (b) (C) of the Superfund
104 Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986, the threshold
105 amount for a toxic or hazardous substance shall be twenty-five
106 thousand pounds each year at any one facility.
107 ii. for those entities that otherwise use a toxic or hazardous
108 substance, as the term “otherwise use” is defined pursuant to Title
109 III, Section 313 (b) (1) (A) of the Superfund Amendments and
110 Reauthorization Act of 1986, the threshold amount for a toxic
111 or hazardous substance shall be ten thousand pounds each year
112 at any one facility.
113 However, in the third year after the passage of this chapter, and
114 in every third year thereafter, the commissioner shall review the
115 established thresholds and amend them as he/she deems '
116 appropriate to increase the number of toxics users covered by this
117 chapter or to enhance public health and environmental quality.
118 Such amendments may include setting lower thresholds for toxic
119 or hazardous substances that he/she determines are especially
120 toxic or dangerous to public health or to the general environment.
121 User segment,” a set of toxics users or small quantity toxics
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122 users which employ similar production processes involving toxics
123 to produce a similar product or set of products or a similar result
124 or set of results.
125 Section 3. Bureau of Toxics Use Reduction.
126 There is hereby established within the commissioner’s office of
127 the department a bureau of toxics use reduction. The director of
128 the bureau shall report directly to the commissioner. The bureau’s
129 duties shall include, but not be limited to, the following:
130 (A) The bureau shall be responsible for implementing the
131 requirements of sections nine, twelve (B), and seventeen of this
132 chapter and for administering designated programs established in
133 these sections.
134 (B) The bureau shall identify all department requirements for
135 reporting on toxics use, release and disposal, and to the maximum
136 extent possible, shall standardize, consolidate and coordinate
137 these reporting requirements to minimize unnecessary duplica-
138 tion, and to provide for up-to-date and consistent information
139 about the manufacture, distribution, process, sale, storage,
140 disposal, release or other use of toxics on a facility, regional and
141 statewide basis. Within two years of the effective date of this
142 chapter the bureau shall coordinate this information, including
143 the inventory reporting requirement of section nine, on a
144 computer system in order to provide reliable and accessible
145 information across the commonwealth to aid in standardizing the
146 inspection, enforcement and other activities of the common-
147 wealth. The bureau shall also cooperate with and make this
148 information readily available through computer connections and
149 other means to the department of environmental management, the
150 toxics use reduction institute, the environmental protection
151 division of the department of the attorney general, and other
152 relevant state agencies.
153 (C) In order to facilitate the coordination of reporting
154 requirements, the bureau on behalf of the department is hereby
155 authorized to seek unified reporting and enforcement authority
156 from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency on federal toxics
157 laws and regulations, including but not limited to Clean Air Act,
158 42 U.S.C. 7401 et seq.; Federal Water Pollution Control Act, 33
159 U.S.C. 1251 et seq.; Toxic Substance Control Act, 15 U.S.C. 2601
160 et seq; Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C. 6901
161 et seq.; Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation,
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162 and Liability Act, 42 U.S.C. 9601 et seq.; and any amendments
163 thereto.
164 (D) The bureau shall assist the council in establishing and
165 implementing the regulations for innovation waivers as described
166 in section thirteen of this chapter and in reviewing requests for
167 such waivers.
168 (E) The bureau shall assist the council in establishing and
169 implementing the regulations and programs related to the
170 restrictions on the use, manufacture, or storage of certain toxics
171 described in section eleven.
172 Unless indicated otherwise in this chapter, the bureau shall
173 develop and make operational all programs and functions
174 required of the bureau within two years of the effective date of
175 this chapter.
176 Section 4. Administrative Council on Toxics Use Reduction.
177 There is hereby established an administrative council on toxics
178 use reduction. The council shall be composed of the secretary of
179 the executive office of environmental affairs, the commissioner
180 of the department, the commissioner of the department of
181 environmental management, the director of the toxics use
182 reduction institute established in section six of this chapter, the
183 commissioner of the department of public health of the
184 commonwealth, the secretary of the executive office of labor, and
185 the secretary of the executive office of economic affairs. The
186 secretary of environmental affairs shall be the chairperson of the
187 council and direct and coordinate the activities of the council. The
188 council shall have its own staff. The council’s duties shall include
189 but not be limited to the following:
190 (A) Within ninety days of the effective date of this chapter, and
191 on an annual basis thereafter, the council shall identify all state
192 laws and regulations related to toxics control, use, reduction,
193 disposal, management, worker exposure or consumer exposure.
194 The council shall promote increased coordination of efforts to
195 enforce these laws and regulations and also determine how state
196 programs should be coordinated to promote most effectively
197 toxics use reduction in the commonwealth.
198 (B) The council shall, within one year of the effective date of
199 this chapter, identify all state agency requirements for reporting
200 on toxic or hazardous substance production, use, release,
201 disposal, and worker exposure and to the maximum extent
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202 possible shall make recommendations to said state agencies in
203 order to standardize, consolidate and coordinate these reporting
204 requirements to minimize unnecessary duplication and provide
205 for up-to-date and consistent information about manufacturing,
206 worker exposure, distribution, process, sale, storage, disposal,
207 release or other use of toxic or hazardous substances on a facility,
208 regional and statewide basis.
209 (C) The council shall identify all user segments which it
210 considers to be priorities for achieving toxics use reduction and 

^ 2 1 1  designate an order of priority among them. Considerations
212 important for identifying priority segments shall include: (1)
213 amounts of toxics used, their toxicity, and amounts disposed of,
214 discharged, and released to the workplace and general environ-
215 ments or into products produced by the user segment; (2) potential
216 for current and future toxics use reduction; (3) the toxics related
217 exposures and risks posed to workers, consumers, public health
218 and the general environment; and (4) social, health, and economic
219 benefits and costs to the commonwealth, its political subdivisions,
220 workers, toxics users and small quantity toxics users.
221 (D) The council shall annually make policy recommendations
222 in a report to the governor regarding toxics use reduction, the
223 implementation of this act, and proposals to achieve increased
224 toxics use reduction, and shall file a copy of this report with the
225 clerk of the House of Representatives and the clerk of the Senate.
226 (E) In order to promote and effect toxics use reduction, the
227 council shall review and comment on all proposed regulations and
228 rules related to toxics use, manufacture, distribution, process,
229 storage, disposal or release prior to their promulgation and shall
230 provide an equal opportunity for such review by the advisory
231 board.
232 (F) The council shall within one hundred and fifty days of the
233 effective date of this chapter approve a memorandum of
234 understanding between the department, the department of 

£  235 environmental management, the toxics use reduction institute, the
236 department of public health, and the department of labor and
237 industries. This memorandum of understanding shall be jointly
238 drafted by the department, department of environmental
239 management, the toxics use reduction institute, the department
240 of public health and the department of labor and industries and
241 shall, no later than ninety days after the effective date of this
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242 chapter, be submitted to the council for its approval. This
243 memorandum of understanding shall outline each said agency’s
244 responsibilities under this chapter and shall prescribe the
245 guidelines for cooperation and coordination in the implementation
246 of the responsibilities shared by more than one of these agencies.
247 (G) The council shall be empowered to direct the Massachu-
248 setts advisory board on toxics use reduction to form ad hoc
249 committees pursuant to section 5 (D) of this chapter.
250 Section 5. Massachusetts Advisory Board on Toxics Use
251 Reduction.
252 There is hereby established a Massachusetts advisory board on
253 toxics use reduction, hereinafter referred to as the advisory board.
254 The advisory board shall be composed of the following twenty-
255 one individuals, including the following six state officials: the
256 secretary of the executive office of environmental affairs, or his/
257 her designee; the secretary of the executive office of energy
258 resources, or his/her designee; the attorney general of the
259 commonwealth or his/her designee; the commissioner of the
260 department of food and agriculture, or his/her designee; the
261 commissioner of the department of labor and industries, or his/
262 her designee; the executive director of the Massachusetts water
263 resources authority, or his/her designee; and including the
264 following fifteen members of the general public: two individuals,
265 each representing a statewide environmental organization; two
266 individuals, each representing organized labor; four representa-
267 tives of business in the commonwealth, including one represent-
268 ative of small business; one representative of a water authority
269 located in the western part of the commonwealth; one
270 representative of the Massachusetts Municipal Association, one
271 representative of a public or private university; two members of
272 the general public, one of whom shall be a citizen who has been
273 affected by toxic or hazardous substances; and two individuals,
274 each representing a statewide health policy advocacy organiza-
275 tion. The governor shall appoint the fifteen members of the
276 general public. Seven of the initial appointees shall serve for an
277 initial term of two years. All other appointees shall serve four year
278 terms. No member of the general public may be reappointed for
279 more than two consecutive terms. The governor shall appoint one
280 member of the advisory board to serve as chairperson. The
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281 advisory board’s responsibilities shall include, but not be limited
282 to, the following:
283 (A) The advisory board shall fulfill its obligations and
284 responsibilities to work with the council as described in this
285 chapter.
286 (B) The advisory board shall provide a forum for discussion
287 and deliberation on matters pertaining to the implementation of
288 this chapter; and
289 (C) The advisory board shall establish an annual governor’s
290 toxics use reduction award program to recognize outstanding
291 individual and organizational public and private achievement in
292 toxics use reduction.
293 (D) The advisory board shall, whenever it deems it necessary
294 or propitious, or at the direction of the council, establish ad hoc
295 committees to study and formulate recommendations on
296 particular issues or problems that arise concerning the
297 implementation of this chapter.
298 Section 6. Toxics Use Reduction Institute.
299 There is hereby established a toxics use reduction institute at
300 the University of Lowell, hereinafter referred to as the institute.
301 The institute shall work in cooperation with the Center for
302 Productivity Enhancement and other faculty, staff, students and
303 programs of the university. The institute shall operate according
304 to the guidelines established in the memorandum of understand-
305 ing prescribed in section four (F) of this chapter and shall further
306 submit to the council a set of operating guidelines regarding the
307 types of services, programs, and priorities related to toxics use
308 reduction which it will offer. The institute shall establish
309 cooperative programs with other public and private colleges and
310 universities designed to augment the implementation of this
311 chapter. The institute may establish fees, tuitions, or other
312 financial charges for its programs. These monies shall be deposited
313 in the toxics use reduction fund established in section sixteen of
314 this chapter. Through such programs the institute shall:
315 (A) provide general information about and actively publicize
316 the advantages of and developments in toxics use reduction, and
317 the requirements of this chapter.
318 (B) establish courses, seminars, conferences and other events,
319 and reports, updates, guides and other publications, and other
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320 means of providing technical information for toxics users and
321 shall quantity toxics users, and may as appropriate work in
322 cooperation with the department of environmental management.
323 (C) develop and provide curriculum and training for students
324 and faculty on toxics use reduction.
325 (D) engage in research, development and demonstration of
326 toxics use reduction methods. Such research shall include
327 assessments of the impact of adopting such methods on the envi-
328 ronment, public health and worker exposure, and assessments of
329 the impact on profitability and employment within affected firms. ^
330 (E) within one year of the effective date of this chapter,
331 establish and provide a toxics use reduction planning program for
332 individuals who wish to be certified as toxics use reduction
333 planners. This program shall also be available at other public and
334 private colleges and universities located in the commonwealth,
335 and in order to ensure consistent training procedures, shall be
336 under the direction of the institute. This program shall be designed
337 to train toxics use reduction planners to be qualified to assist
338 toxics users and small quantity toxics users in the development
339 and implementation of the most up-to-date toxics use reduction
340 techniques and shall be designed to train toxics use reduction
341 planners to be qualified to prepare, review, and approve toxics
342 use reduction plans established in section ten of this chapter. The
343 institute shall certify as toxics use reduction planners individuals
344 who have successfully completed this program and have passed
345 at established standards a uniform examination. The institute
346 shall establish criteria for recertification of these individuals, who
347 shall require recertification every two years.
348 (F) assist toxics users and small quantity toxics users in
349 complying with the toxics inventory requirements established by
350 section nine and explore the development of personal computer
351 software for these purposes.
352 (G) in cooperation with the department of environmental
353 management provide on-site technical consulting to help to iden-
354 tify opportunity for toxics use reduction and to develop toxics
355 use reduction plans as required by section ten. To be eligible for
356 such consulting, a toxics user or small quantity toxics user must
357 agree to allow information regarding the results of such consulting
358 to be shared with the public provided that the identity of the toxics
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359 user or small quantity toxics user be made available only with the
360 user’s consent. Information protected by trade secret protections
361 as established in section seventeen shall remain so protected.
362 (H) in cooperation with the department of environmental
363 management, sponsor pilot projects to develop and demonstrate
364 innovative technologies for toxics use reduction. The results of all
365 such projects shall be available for use by the public. Information
366 protected by trade secret protections as established in section
367 seventeen shall remain so protected.
368 (I) may if requested by the department, or any other agency
369 of the commonwealth which administers state or federal programs
370 pertaining to toxics production or use, industrial hygiene, worker
371 safety, environmental protection, consumer protection or public
372 health, assist in the training of inspectors and other key personnel
373 employed by the requesting agency.
374 (J) provide toxics use reduction training and assistance to
375 citizens, community groups, workers, labor representatives, and
376 local government boards and officials. This program shall at a
377 minimum assist three individuals and groups as to how to
378 understand and review inventory reporting requirements, toxics
379 use reduction plans, inspection, and citizen originated
380 information and enforcement activities.
381 (K) establish in cooperation with the department of environ-
382 mental management and to the extent possible with toxics users
383 and small quantity toxics users an intensive technology transfer,
384 research, and technical assistance program regarding toxics on the
385 list of substances to be restricted in use, manufacture, or storage
386 described in section eleven of this chapter.
387 (L) prepare a worker and community impact assessment for
388 each toxic substance proposed for inclusion on the list of
389 substances to be restricted in use, manufacture, or storage which
390 shall examine the impact that a restriction on the use,
391 manufacture, or storage of each proposed toxic substance will
392 have on workers in the workplace, public health, and the
393 environment.
394 Unless otherwise noted all programs of the institute described
395 in this section shall be developed and operational within two years
396 of the effective date of this chapter.
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397 Section 7. Departm ent of Environmental Management
398 Technical Assistance Program.
399 In order to implement this chapter the office of safe waste
400 management within the department of environmental manage-
401 ment is established and shall provide, in addition to other duties
402 and obligations, the programs and responsibilities listed below:
403 (A) The office shall provide technical assistance to toxics users
404 and small quantity toxics users to assist them in achieving toxics
405 use reduction and in complying with the requirements of this
406 chapter and the laws and regulations identified in section four.
407 The toxics use reduction technical assistance program shall
408 operate under the guidelines established in the memorandum of
409 understanding established pursuant to section four (F). Provided,
410 however, that the department of environmental management
411 program shall establish criteria for prioritizing such assistance
412 which shall include placing special emphasis on providing
413 assistance to toxics users and to small quantity toxics users which
414 have been referred to the department of environmental
415 management by any agency of the commonwealth administering
416 programs involving toxics.
417 (B) The office shall help toxics users and small quantity toxics
418 users to obtain low-cost loans to finance toxics use reduction
419 projects made available pursuant to Section Five of this act.
420 (C) The office shall promote the development of insurance rate
421 structures which encourage and favor toxics use reduction efforts.
422 Section 8. Responsibilities of all State Agencies.
423 In order to facilitate coordination of the implementation of this
424 chapter with existing state and federal programs pertaining to
425 toxics production and use, industrial hygiene, worker safety,
426 consumer safety and public health, all departments and agencies
427 of the commonwealth which administer such programs involving
428 one or more toxic or hazardous substances shall:
429 (A) Review the programs and associated departmental or
430 divisional regulations and ascertain how toxics use reduction can
431 be promoted and achieved;
432 (B) Amend those programs or associated departmental or
433 divisional regulations so as to promote toxics use reduction as the
434 priority method for achieving the goals of those programs and
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435 submit to the council recommendations for coordinating these use
436 reduction efforts with the programs specifically established by this
437 chapter within the bureau, the department of environmental
438 management, the office of the attorney general, and the toxics use
439 reduction institute;
440 (C) Within two years of the effective date of this chapter,
441 develop, promulgate and implement agency reporting require-
442 ments and guidelines in a manner consistent with the
443 recommendations for standardized, consolidated and coordinated
444 state reporting requirements developed by the council pursuant
445 to section four (B) of this chapter;
446 (D) Within two years of the effective date of this chapter,
447 develop and implement agency guidelines and regulations on
448 inspections which agency employees and their representatives
449 shall be required to adhere to and which (1) ensure that, where
450 appropriate, inspections are multi-media in approach in that they
451 evaluate toxic or hazardous substance releases into all
452 environmental media including, but not limited to, the workplace,
453 water, land and air; (2) ensure that, where appropriate, the
454 inspections are performed by teams of inspectors representing
455 existing toxic authorities within and outside of their agency or
456 department; (3) minimize duplication of inspection and
457 enforcement efforts being conducted by other agencies; and (4)
458 prioritize inspection efforts in a manner consistent with the
459 priority scheme developed pursuant to section four (C);
460 (E) Ensure that, to the maximum extent possible, any person
461 found to be violating any environmental, workplace, or consumer
462 protection law or standard shall practice toxics use reduction in
463 order to come into compliance with the violated law or standard.
464 In order to fulfill this mandate, all agencies shall be empowered
465 to take or recommend that other toxics enforcement authorities
466 take such enforcement action as may be appropriate, including:
467 (1) referring the violator to the department of environmental
468 management for assistance in achieving toxics use reduction; (2)
469 negotiating a plan for increased toxics use reduction; (3) issuing
470 administrative orders requiring the achievement of specific
471 performance standards, measured in terms of the quantity of a
472 toxic or hazardous substance used or reduced per unit of product,
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provided that these standards can be met through effective, 
economically feasible, and demonstrated toxics use reduction 
techniques within the violator’s user segment; or (4) issuing an 
innovation waiver to allow for temporary noncompliance of not 
more than two years as described in section thirteen in order to 
achieve toxics use reduction during production process changes.

(F) Develop, on a biennial basis, a multimedia inspection 
manual and training program for all inspectors throughout the 
agency on multi-media team inspections related to toxics. 
Inspector training shall include cross-training with other | 
departments that administer toxics-related inspections. Agencies 
may request that the toxics use reduction institute assist with the 
training of inspectors to carry out multi-media inspections.

(G) Establish means for (a) prioritizing and referring violators 
or suspected violators of existing environmental laws and 
regulations to the appropriate enforcement agency, including the 
environmental protection division of the department of the 
attorney general; (b) referring toxics users and small quantity 
toxics users to the department of environmental management or 
the toxics use reduction institute; and (c) receiving referrals from 
the bureau, the department of environmental management, the 
department of the attorney general, the toxics use reduction 
institute, or any other agency administering toxics-related 
programs.

Section 9. Annual Toxic or Hazardous Substance Inventories.
Each toxics user shall provide to the bureau for each facility 

an annual mass-balance inventory, expressed in terms of the 
absolute mass of each toxic or hazardous substance manufac
tured, processed, or otherwise used. For each such toxic or 
hazardous substance, the toxics user shall report the total mass 
of the substance, whether in a pure form or contained in a mixture. 
Such inventory shall be submitted to the bureau on or before 
July 1, 1990, and annually thereafter on or before July 1 and shall 
contain data reflecting toxics manufactured, processed or | 
otherwise used during the preceding calendar year. Upon filing 
of said inventory with the bureau, the toxics user shall pay a fee 
which shall be determined annually by the commissioner of 
administration under the provisions of section three B of chapter
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511 seven of the General Laws, but which shall be no less than five
512 hundred dollars, except in the case of inventories required under
513 subsection (D) of this section. Said fee shall be credited to the
514 Toxics Use Reduction Fund established in section sixteen.
515 (A) The inventory shall include the information required to be
516 submitted under regulations promulgated pursuant to Section
517 313, Title III of the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization
518 Act of 1986, and shall use reporting forms required by such
519 regulations. To the extent that information required in this section
520 is not included in such forms, supplemental forms containing such
521 information shall be submitted to the bureau. The inventory shall
522 include information regarding:
523 1. The facility’s identification, including SIC codes, EPA
524 identification number, NPDES permit number, UIC identifica-
525 tion number, Massachusetts Superfund facility number; and Dun
526 and Bradstreet number;
527 2. The off-site locations to which all toxic or hazardous
528 substances produced at the facility are transferred as waste,
529 including the names and addresses of such locations and the type
530 of treatment or disposal carried out at each off-site location;
531 3. The following information for each toxic or hazardous
532 substance manufactured, processed, or otherwise used at the
533 facility in amounts the same as or greater than the threshold
534 amounts established in the definition of toxics user in this chapter;
535 (a) the chemical identity and Chemical Abstract Service (CAS)
536 number of the toxic or hazardous substance, or, if the specific
537 identity is a trade secret as determined in section seventeen, the
538 toxic or hazardous substance’s generic classification;
539 (b) the amounts, expressed in terms of absolute mass, of the
540 toxic or hazardous substance released from the facility into the
541 environment as waste, including point and non-point, or fugitive,
542 emissions to air, discharges to water, releases to land, and transfers
543 to off-site locations.
544 (c) the quantity of the toxic or hazardous substance produced
545 at, brought to, consumed, shipped from as or in product, and
546 recycled within processes at the facility;
547 (d) any increase or decrease in the amount of the toxic or
548 hazardous substance stored at the facility at the end of the
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549 reporting period, compared to that amount stored at the facility
550 at the end of the previous reporting period; and
551 4. Any additional information that the commissioner may
552 require in order to complete a comprehensive mass-balance
553 analysis of the use, storage or production of a toxic or hazardous
554 substance on a facility-wide basis.
555 (B) For each production process at the toxics user’s facility
556 utilizing or producing any toxics, the user shall complete a
557 supplemental process-level mass-balance inventory which shall
558 identify the production process, the product produced in the
559 production process during the reporting period.
560 1. For each toxic or hazardous substance used in the production
561 process, the toxics user shall provide the following information
562 expressed, where appropriate, in terms of absolute mass:
563 (a) the chemical name, CAS number, or, if such information
564 is classified as a trade secret, the generic classification and quantity
565 of the toxic or hazardous substance;
566 (b) the quantity of the toxic or hazardous substance released
567 or taken from the production process as waste, which shall equal
568 the difference between the mass of the substance used in the
569 production process and the mass of the substance taken from the
570 process as or in product;
571 (c) a calculation of the percentage reduction or increase from
572 the previous reporting period in the use of the toxic or hazardous
573 substance per-product;
574 (d) a calculation of the percentage reduction or increase from
575 the previous reporting period in the amount of the toxic substance
576 released or taken from the production process as waste, as
577 expressed in subsection (B)(1)(b), per unit of product; and
578 (e) a uniform, coded indication of the type of modification or
579 measure taken to reduce the use of the toxic or hazardous
580 substance within the production process or released or taken from
581 the production process as waste.
582 2. For each toxic or hazardous substance which is not used in
583 the production process but which is generated by the production
584 process, the toxics user shall provide the chemical name, CAS
585 number, or, if such positive identification is classified as a trade
586 secret, the generic classification of the substance, the quantity of
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587 the substance produced, and the quantity of the substance going
588 into all waste streams. In addition, the user shall also report an
589 accurate calculation of the reduction or increase from the previous
590 reporting period in the amount of that substance released or taken
591 from the process as waste, and a uniform coded indication of the
592 type of modification or measure taken to reduce the release of
593 the toxic or hazardous substance from the production process.
594 3. The toxics user shall provide any other information which
595 the commissioner shall deem necessary to complete a comprehen-
596 sive and useful process-level mass-balance inventory.
597 (C) The commissioner shall: (1) ensure that the inventory
598 requirements in subsections (A), (B) and (D) are completed and
599 fulfilled on an annual basis; (2) establish regulations to ensure
600 uniform reporting of the inventory requirements of this section;
601 and (3) require electronic reporting and recording of the inventory
602 data.
603 (D) Pursuant to the authority established under section twelve,
604 the commissioner may require that small quantity toxics users in
605 user segments designated as priority segments pursuant to section
606 four (C) fulfill part or all of the inventory requirements established
607 in this section.
608 Section 10. Toxics Use Reduction Plans.
609 Four years after the effective date of this chapter toxics users
610 shall prepare and complete a toxics use reduction plan for each
611 facility. The council shall, within one year of the effective date
612 of this chapter, specify criteria for acceptable plans which shall
613 include at a minimum:
614 (1) an identification of the types and quantities of all toxics that
615 enter or exit every production process, storage area, and pollution
616 control system at the facility, based upon the inventory
617 information requirements in section ten;
618 (2) a full description of the costs involved in handling
619 controlling, disposing, and otherwise using toxics in each
620 production process at the facility;
621 (3) a list of technologies and standard operating procedures
622 which could accomplish toxics use reduction for each production
623 process using toxics, at each point such toxics are released into
624 the workplace or general environment, and at each point waste
625 is generated which contains such toxics;
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626 (4) an assessment of the technical and economic feasibility of
627 each such technology and standard operating procedure;
628 (5) a recommendation that the toxics user adopt each such
629 technology and standard operating procedure which is assessed
630 as being feasible; and
631 (6) an implementation timetable for these recommendations
632 and a financial analysis that identifies projected savings and
633 avoided costs.
634 Each toxics use reduction plan must be certified as meeting the
635 council’s criteria for acceptable plans by a toxics use reduction
636 planner who has satisfactorily completed the toxics use reduction
637 institute program or a program under the direction of the institute
638 described in section six of this chapter and who is properly
639 certified as such. In developing a plan for each facility, each toxics
640 user shall also seek input and approval of said plan from a
641 designated employee, chosen by the employee union or unions at
642 each facility or by non-management employees at each facility that
643 is not represented by an employee union. Upon certification of
644 said plan by a toxics use reduction planner, the toxics user shall
645 provide notification to the bureau of that certification.
646 Toxics users shall keep plans for a facility on the premises of
647 that facility, and shall make them available to the department
648 upon request.
649 Toxics users shall update and recertify plans every two years.
650 Section 11. Restrictions on the Use, Manufacture, or Storage
651 of Certain Substances.
652 (A) The council may ban, phase out, or otherwise restrict the
653 use, manufacture, or storage within the commonwealth of any
654 toxic or hazardous substance which the council determines poses
655 particular hazards to health or the environment due to its toxic
656 or hazardous properties, its ability to otherwise adversely affect
657 the environment, public or worker health, the extent of its
658 production or use in the commonwealth, and the extent of
659 workplace and environmental releases within the commonwealth.
660 The council may impose such restrictions upon all uses of such
661 designated substances or upon uses in particular processes. Said
662 restrictions shall be administered and accomplished by the
663 commissioner of the department of public health and other
664 pertinent state agencies designated by the council.
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665 (B) Phase-outs of Certain Substances.
666 (1) There is hereby established a list of certain toxics to be
667 phased out of use within the commonwealth, hereafter referred
668 to as the phase-out list. Within two years of the effective date of
669 this act, and on an annual basis thereafter, the commissioner of
670 the department of public health shall recommend to the council
671 a list of toxics to be placed on the phase-out list. The council shall
672 consider said commissioner’s recommendations and determine the
673 toxics to be included on the phase-out list.
ml4 The initial phase-out list shall include at least two toxic or 
*75 hazardous substances or families of substances as targeted to be
676 phased out of production and use within the commonwealth. The
677 substances designated shall be those substances which the council
678 determines pose the greatest hazard to health or the environment
679 in the commonwealth based upon the criteria listed in subsection
680 (A). Each year thereafter, the commissioner of the department of
681 public health shall identify for the council one or more substances
682 or families of substances considered to pose the greatest hazard
683 to health or the environment in the commonwealth. The council
684 shall decide by majority vote whether to include the identified
685 substance or substances on the phase-out list.
686 (2) Beginning two years after a toxic or hazardous substance
687 is listed on the phase-out list to be restricted in total use and sales
688 in the commonwealth, the commissioner of the department of
689 public health shall accomplish said phase-out of the substance
690 through a system which provides for the total amount of the
691 substances produced and the total amount sold in the
692 commonwealth each to be decreased by a minimum rate of fifteen
693 percent each year, based upon the production and sales of the
694 previous year. The system for limiting sales of a targeted substance
695 shall be based on controls on or permits issued to either sellers
696 or purchasers of the substance, or both. The system for reducing
697 the production of a targeted substance shall be based on controls 
i98 on or permits issued to producers. The council may license 
R99 producers, sellers, or purchasers of the targeted substance as it
700 deems necessary.
701 (C) Educational/medical users shall be exempt from the
702 provisions of this section, provided that said educational/medical
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users shall annually provide to the commissioner of the 
department of public health an inventory and description of their 
use of any toxic or hazardous substance that has been restricted 
in use, manufacture or storage within the commonwealth 
pursuant to this section. Said educational/medical users shall use 
any such substance only in connection with instruction, education, 
research, or medical treatment. The commissioner of the 
department of public health shall, within two years of the effective 
date of this act, issue regulations prescribing the reporting 
requirements of this subsection.

(D) When a toxic or hazardous substance has been designated* 
as a substance to be banned, phased out, or otherwise restricted 
within the commonwealth, the toxics use reduction institute, in 
cooperation with users and producers of that substance, shall 
establish an intensive technology transfer, research, and technical 
assistance program to disseminate information regarding 
available toxics use reduction methods applicable to that 
substance and to develop new technologies to reduce the use of 
the substance. The council may request that the toxics use 
reduction institute conduct research on a particular toxic or 
hazardous substance that the council is considering for 
designation as a targeted substance.

(E) Failure by any person to comply with any requirements 
established by the council pursuant to this section shall be 
considered in violation of this chapter.

Section 12. Improved Enforcement of Toxics Laws.
(A) The environmental protection division of the department 

of the Attorney General, as established pursuant to section eleven 
(d) of chapter twelve of the General Laws, shall cooperate with 
all other state agencies having enforcement authority under all 
federal and state laws and regulations related to toxics control, 
use, reduction, disposal, management, worker exposure or 
consumer exposure in order to ensure consistent and cost efficient 
enforcement activities. The environmental protection division* 
shall cooperate with these agencies in establishing a toxicJI 
information network and reporting system to aid in the 
identification, prioritization and referral of suspected violations 
of those laws or regulations. This information network and
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741 reporting system shall, at a minimum, draw from the following
742 sources: the bureau; the department of environmental quality
743 engineering; the department of environmental management; the
744 state patrol; department of public health; and other representa-
745 tives and staff of the council and advisory board as appropriate.
746 The environmental protection division shall be staffed by a
747 sufficient number of attorneys and support staff personnel,
748 including investigations and personnel with the expertise to act
749 as technical witnesses in cases against violators.

P?50 (B) Five years after the effective date of this chapter, the bureau,
751 in cooperation with the council and other state agencies, shall
752 evaluate toxics use reduction progress among toxics users and
753 small quantity toxics users in segments identified as priorities in
754 section four of this chapter in the priority order established by
755 the council pursuant to that section. When the bureau determines
756 that any toxics users or small quantity toxics users within these
757 priority segments could be more effectively reducing their use of
758 toxics, and that technologies to do so are economically available,
759 the bureau shall have the power to: (1) referring the toxics user
760 or small quantity toxics user to the department of environmental
761 management for assistance in achieving toxics use reduction; (2)
762 negotiating a plan for increased toxics use reduction; (3) issuing
763 administrative orders requiring the achievement of specific
764 performance standards, measured in terms of the quantity of a
765 toxic or hazardous substance used or reduced per unit of product,
766 provided that these standards can be met through effective,
767 economically feasible, and demonstrated toxics use reduction
768 techniques within the violator’s user segment; or (4) issuing an
769 innovation waiver to allow for temporary noncompliance of not
770 more than two years as described in section thirteen in order to
771 achieve toxics use reduction during production process changes.
772 Section 13. Toxics Use Reduction Innovation Waiver.
773 Toxics users or small quantity toxics users may petition the 

|774 commissioner of any state agency enforcing existing state or
/75 federal statutes or regulations pertaining to toxics production and
776 use, industrial hygiene, worker safety, or public health for a waiver
777 of compliance with such statutes and regulations if they propose
778 to reduce their use of toxics to ensure compliance with such
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statutes and regulations by use of an innovative production 
process involving a new application of technology, an existing 
technology or a combination of existing technologies, a practical 
implementation of technologies previously used only in 
laboratory models or a previously unknown technology. The 
council shall develop procedures for approving such a waiver 
within one year of the effective date of this chapter.

The commissioner of the petitioned agency shall make the 
determination to grant a waiver if:

(1) He/she makes a finding that the proposed process will bet 
effective in toxics use reduction and achieve compliance with 
toxics laws and regulations;

(2) He/she makes a finding that the proposed process will 
achieve greater toxics use reduction than under the available 
processes; and

(3) There is a finding that the proposed process will not cause 
or contribute to an unreasonable risk to public health or safety 
in its operation, function or malfunction.

The commissioner of the petitioned agency shall make a finding 
within one hundred and twenty calendar days of receiving an 
application for an innovation waiver and in accordance with rules 
and procedures established by the council within one year after 
the effective date of this chapter.

Any innovation waiver granted shall be for a period not to 
exceed two years. A toxics user or small quantity toxics user may 
reapply for a waiver if he/she has been initially refused, or apply 
for an extension of a current waiver. The commissioner of the 
petitioned agency shall make these determinations within sixty 
calendar days of receiving said applications.

The commissioner of the petitioned agency shall monitor the 
implementation and effectiveness of the approved methods of 
achieving toxics use reduction. If at anytime the commissioner of 
the petitioned agency finds that the toxics user or small quantity 
toxics user has not made a good faith effort to be in compliance j 
with the implementation of the approved methods of achieving 
toxics use reduction, the waiver will be terminated and the toxics 
user of small quantity toxics will have twenty-one calendar days 
to achieve compliance with the requirements prescribed by laws 
and regulations from which the waiver was granted.
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818 For violations which continue beyond the twenty-one day limit
819 the petitioned agency is hereby authorized to levy penalties up to
820 three times the amount otherwise provided for in chapter 95 of
821 the Acts of 1985.
822 If the commissioner of the petitioned agency Finds that 

. 823 approved methods of achieving toxics use reduction are not
824 effective, but that the toxics user or small quantity toxics user
825 made a good faith effort to use said methods to achieve 
$26 compliance, the waiver will be terminated and the toxics user and 
%Ll small quantity toxics user will have sixty calendar days to achieve 
528 compliance with the toxic control laws and regulations from
829 which the waiver was granted.
830 Section 14. Citizen Involvement.
831 Massachusetts residents shall have a right to ensure that toxics
832 users and small quantity toxics users are in compliance with the
833 toxics use, control, reaction, management, and disposal laws and
834 regulations of the commonwealth. Citizens may participate in
835 monitoring and enforcement procedures as follows:
836 (A) The department shall make available for citizen review
837 inventory reports which are required under section nine of this
838 chapter.
839 (B) Any ten residents within ten miles of a facility of a toxics
840 user or a small quantity toxics user that has formulated a toxics
841 use reduction plan, five or more employees of such toxics user 
M l  or small quantity toxics user, or a board of health or right to know
843 officer of the municipality or contiguous municipalities in which
844 such facility is located, may request that the municipal
845 coordinator designated pursuant to chapter one hundred and
846 eleven F of the General Laws hold an introductory meeting and
847 public hearing to present and discuss the toxics use reduction plan.
848 The municipal coordinator shall within five days of receiving the
849 request notify the toxics user or small qantity toxics user of the
850 request, and within fifteen days of receiving the request shall 
|5I inform the toxics user or small quantity toxics user and the 
*52 persons making the request of the date of the introductory
853 meeting, unless the municipal coordinator determines that the
854 request has been made solely to harass the toxics user or small
855 quantity toxics user or that the toxic user’s or small quantity toxics
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856 user’s plan has been recently reviewed at a public hearing and
857 there is not reason to believe that the plan has changed since the
858 public hearing. The toxics.user or small quantity toxics user shall
859 be required to present the toxics use reduction plan in such
860 meetings and hearings. The meeting shall be held not less than
861 thirty days and not more than sixty days after the initial
862 introductory meeting and public hearing request has been received
863 by the municipal coordinator. The public hearing shall be held
864 not less that thirty days and nor more than sixty days after the
865 introductory meeting, unless the requesting parties have notifie< |̂
866 the municipal coordinator in writing that such a public hearing
867 would be unnecessary or unless the municipal coordinator
868 determines that a public hearing to discuss the plan is unnecessary
869 because he has determined, as a result of the introductory meeting,
870 that the request for a hearing has been made solely to harrass the
871 toxics user or small quantity toxics user, or that the toxics users’
872 or small quantity toxics user’s plan has been recently reviewed at
873 a public hearing and there is not reason to believe that the plan
874 has changed since the public hearing. These meetings and hearings
875 shall be held at a time and place convenient to the public and not
876 less than ten days after such affected citizens and communities
877 have been informed by publication in a paper of general
878 circulation in that community of the time, place and purpose of
879 the hearing.
880 (C) Any ten residents within ten miles of a facility of a toxics
881 user or small quantity toxics user, or five or more employees of
882 the toxics user or small quantity toxics user may file a request
883 w>th the municipal coordinator for an inspection of that facility
884 to ascertain whether the operation of the facility is in compliance
885 with any federal or state environmental, workplace or consumer
886 protection law. The municipal coordinator shall contact
887 appropriate officials, who shall conduct an inspection and take
888 the appropriate enforcement action unless: (1) the municipal
889 coordinator finds the request was made solely for the purpose^
890 °f harassment; (2) the facility has recently been inspected witfJ
891 regard to these toxics laws and there is not reason to believe that
892 the results of that inspection are not applicable; or (3) the
893 municipal coordinator determines that enforcement action has
894 been or will be taken by the appropriate agency.
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895 The chief municipal officer of a city or town in which a toxic
896 user’s or small quantity toxics user’s facility is located shall
897 appoint a requesting resident or employee, a representative of that
898 resident or employee, or a member of the resident or employee
899 group requesting inspection who may accompany, on behalf of
900 the affected community or communities, inspectors on an
901 inspection of that facility. The person so appointed may bring with
902 her/him on such inspection experts on public health, industrial
903 use of toxics, toxic or hazardous waste management, or toxics 

^ )4  use reduction. The municipal coordinator shall also attend the
905 inspection. The liability for any injuries to residents, employees,
906 their representatives, or accompanying experts during an
907 inspection shall be limited to the liability which a facility of a
908 toxics user or small quantity toxics user would have to a
909 department inspector or any other official authorized to conduct
910 inspections of such facility under any state or federal statute or
911 regulation, provided, however, that no person shall waive any
912 cause of action against that facility, its owners, operators or
913 employees for injuries resulting from exposure to toxics
914 manufactured, used or stored at that facility. Any citizen within
915 ten miles of the toxics user or small quantity toxics user or
916 employee of the toxics user or small quantity toxics user may
917 request from the inspection office a status report as to when an
918 inspection has been or will be held and the results or such
919 inspection that are available to the public.
920 (D) The superior court shall have the jurisdiction to enforce the
921 requirements of this chapter in an action brought by any ten
922 citizens or by the attorney general against: (1) any person alleged
923 to be in violation of such requirements; or (2) an appropriate
924 official of the commonwealth when there is alleged a failure of
925 that official to perform any act or duty under this chapter which
926 is not discretionary with that official. The court may award costs,
927 including reasonable attorneys and expert witness fees to any 

^128 party other than the commonwealth who advances the purposes
929 of this chapter. This subsection shall not restrict or limit any other
930 enforcement provisions or claims under statute or common law.
931 Section 15. Toxics Use Reduction Tax Deduction.
932 Each toxics user or small quantity toxics user who develops a
933 toxics use reduction plan in accordance with this act may deduct
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10% of the expenditures paid or incurred for the construction and 
implementation of that toxics use reduction plan provided, 
however, that the deduction shall be allowed on expenditures 
made with four years after enactment of this act, and the plan 
is certified as meeting the bureau’s criteria for an acceptable plan 
by a toxics use reduction planner in compliance with section ten 
of this chapter.

Section 16. Toxics Use Reduction Fund.
There shall be established and set up on the books of the 

commonwealth a separate fund, to be known as the toxics use^ 
reduction fund. Such fund shall be expended for the purposes of 
carrying out the provisions of this chapter and of sections thirty- 
eight D through thirty-eight F, inclusive, of chapter twenty-three A 
of the General Laws and for the costs of staff, equipment and 
other resources needed to carry out their duties under this chapter 
and of sections thirty-eight D through thirty-eight F, inclusive, 
of chapter twenty-three A of the General Laws. These funds shall 
not be used toward hazardous waste cleanups or related activities. 
The governor shall recommend to the legislature the division of 
these funds to the department, the department of environmental 
management, the toxics use reduction institute, the attorney 
general, and other appropriate state agencies in the annual budget 
message.

Said fund shall be credited with all fees and penalties collected 
pursuant to this chapter, the monies raised by the toxics use 
reduction institute, and the fees collected pursuant to section 
sixteen of chapter one hundred eleven F of the General Laws, 
as established by Section Four of this act. The commissioner 
of administration shall annually review the fees collected pursuant 
to section nine of this chapter and to section sixteen of chapter 
one hundred eleven F of the General Laws, shall adjust such fees, 
or shall levy any additional fees as he deems necessary in order 
to ensure that, together with the moneys collected from penalties 
pursuant to this chapter and the moneys raised by the toxics usei 
reduction institute, such fees raise sufficient resources to* 
implement the provisions of this chapter; provided however, that 
said fees, said penalties, and said moneys raised by the toxics use 
reduction institute together shall raise at a minimum seven 
million, five hundred thousand dollas per annum.
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These monies shall be appropriated in addition to other state 
and federal monies, grants and allocations. Interest received on 
monies in the fund shall be credited to the fund.

Section 17. Trade Secret Protection.
(A) Any person required under this act to provide information 

to any other person may request that the commissioner withhold 
from public disclosure of the specific chemical identity and 
information descriptive of secret production processes, as defined 
in regulations prescribed by the commissioner, only if the person 
complies with the requirements of this section. Any person 
granted the right to withhold the specific chemical identity must 
disclose the generic class or category of the toxic or hazardous 
substance and include all information about the production 
process that is not considered by the commissioner to be a valid 
trade secret. A notation that the remaining information is not 
disclosed because it is a trade secret must be included.

(B) A person is entitled to withhold information under 
subsection (A) only if such person:

1. Claims that such information is a trade secret, on the basis 
of the factors enumerated in subsection (C);

2. Includes in the submittal referred to in subsection (A) an 
explanation of the reasons why such information is claimed to 
be a trade secret, based on the factors enumerated in subsection
(C), including a specific description of why all such factors apply, 
and;

3. Submits to the commissioner an additional copy of the 
submittal referred to in subsection (A) containing the information 
proposed to be withheld from the public.

(C) No person required to provide information under this 
chapter may claim that the information is entitled to protection 
as a trade secret under subsection A unless such person shows each 
of the following:

1. Such person has not disclosed the information to any other 
person, other than a member of a local emergency planning 
committee, an officer or employee of the United States or the 
commonwealth and its political subdivisions, an employee of such 
person, or a person who is bound by a confidentiality agreement, 
and such person has taken reasonable measures to protect the 
confidentiality of such information and intends to continue to take 
such measures;
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1013 2. The information is not required to be disclosed, or otherwise
1014 made available, to the public under any other federal or state law;
10lo 3. Disclosures of the information is likely to cause substantial
1016 harm to the competitive position of such person;
1017 4. The information is not readily discoverable through reverse
1018 engineering; and
1019 5. The information is not of a type precluded from secrecy by
1020 subsection (G) of this section.
102! (D) As soon as practicable after the date of enactment of this
1022 chapter, the commissioner shall prescribe regulations tc^jJ
1023 implement this section. With respect to subsection (C) (4), such
1024 regulations shall be equivalent to comparable provisions in the
1025 Occupational Safety and Health Administration Hazard
1026 Communication Standard (29 CFR 1910.1200) and any revisions
1027 of such standard prescribed by the U.S. Secretary of Labor in
1028 accordance with the final ruling of the courts of the United States
1029 in United Steelworkers o f  America, AFL-CIO-CLC  v. Thorne G.
1030 Auchter, 763 F.2d. 728 (3rd. Cir. 1985).
1031 (E) The authorization under this section to withhold
1032 information shall not apply to information which the commis-
1033 sioner has determined, in accordance with subsection (C), is not
1034 a trade secret.
1035 (F) Any person may petition the commissioner for the
1036 disclosure of specific chemical identity of a toxic or hazardous
1037 substance, or any other information which is claimed as a trade
1038 secret under this section, by submitting a letter in writing
1039 specifying the withheld information sought to be disclosed. The
1040 commissioner may, in the absence of a petition under this
1041 subsection, initiate a determination in accordance with this
1042 subsection as to whether information withheld constitutes a trade
1043 secret.
1044 Within sixty days after the date of receipt of a petition, the
1045 commissioner shall review the explanation filed by a trade secret
1046 claimant under subsection (C) and determine whether informatioiW
1047 withheld constitutes a trade secret. *
1048 if the commissioner determines that the information sought by
1049 the petitioner to be disclosed is not a trade secret, the
1050 commissioner shall notify the trade secret claimant and any
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1051 petitioner that the commissioner intends to release the
1052 information. The trade secret claimant has thirty days in which
1053 he may file a complaint for judicial review of the determination.
1054 If the commissioner determines that the information is a trade
1055 secret after responding to a citizens’ petition, he shall notify the
1056 claimant and the petitioner. The petitioner shall have thirty days
1057 to file for judicial review.
1058 (G) Government officials holding trade secret information must 
\059 disclose that information to any health professional, doctor, or

^060 nurse who has determined that the information is necessary for
1061 the medical diagnosis, treatment or rehabilitation of a patient.
1062 Notwithstanding any limitation contained in this section or any
1063 other provisions of law, all information obtained by the
1064 commissioner under this chapter may be disclosed on a
1065 confidential basis to other officers, employees, or duly authorized
1066 representatives of the state concerned with carrying out this act.
1067 All such information obtained by the commissioner shall also be
1068 made available on a confidential basis to a committee of the
1069 legislature upon written request by the committee. Any person
1070 who, by virtue of obtaining access to confidential trade secret
1071 information and knowing that disclosure is prohibited, knowingly
1072 and willfully discloses the information to any person not entitled
1073 to receive it shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
1074 Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, the
1075 following information shall not be protected as a trade secret and
1076 shall be submitted with all submittals under this chapter and
1077 provided to members of the public who request such information
1078 through the provisions of this chapter:
1079 1. The chemical name, CAS number, trade name, common
1080 name of any toxic or hazardous substance on the list of substances
1081 to be restricted in use, manufacture, or storage developed
1082 pursuant to section eleven and the physical properties of such
1083 toxic or hazardous substance, including its boiling point, melting 

»084 point, flash point, specific gravity, vapor density, solubility in 
7085 water and vapor pressure at 20 degrees Celsius;
1086 2. The location and nature of the release to the environment
1087 or disposal as waste of any toxic or hazardous substance listed
1088 as covered under the provisions of this chapter, regardless of
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1089 whether the specific identity of the substance is granted protection
1090 as a trade secret under subsection (C);
1091 3. Any monitoring data or analysis of monitoring data
1092 pertaining to disposal activities, any hydrogeologic or geologic
1093 data, and any groundwater monitoring data;
1094 4. Hazards to health and environment posed by any toxic or
1095 hazardous substance, including physical hazards and potential
1096 acute and chronic health hazards;
1097 5. Potential routes of human exposure to a toxic or hazardous
1098 substances at a facility.
1099 (H) When data or information is classified as a trade secret
1100 pursuant to this section the department, as well as the department
1101 of environmental management, the toxics use reduction institute
1102 and other appropriate state agencies may:
1103 1. Use the data and information to compile and publish analyses
1104 or summaries and to carry out statutory responsibilities in a
1105 manner which does not identify the subject of the data. The
1106 department may include such aggregated or composite data in the
1107 publicly available database required by this chapter, and;
1108 2. Disclose the data and information when it is obligated to
1109 disclose it to comply with federal law or regulation but only to
1110 the extent required by the federal law or regulation.
1111 Section 18. Penalties.
1112 Any person who violates any provision of this chapter, or any
1113 regulation, order, license or approval issued or adopted
1114 thereunder (a) shall be punished by a fine of not less than two
1115 thousand five hundred dollars nor more than twenty-five
1116 thousand dollars for each violation, or by imprisonment for not
1117 more than one year, or by both; or (b) shall be subject to a civil
1118 penalty not to exceed twenty-five thousand dollars for each
1119 violation, which may be assessed in an action brought on behalf
1120 of the commonwealth in any court of competent jurisdiction. Each
1121 day each such violation occurs or continues shall be a separate
1122 offense.

1 SECTION 3. Section four of chapter one hundred and eleven F
2 of the General Laws, as so appearing, is hereby amended by
3 inserting after subsection (i) the following new subsection:
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4 (j) Any ten residents of the commonwealth may petition the
5 commissioner of DPH to add chemical substances to the
6 Massachusetts substance list compiled in compliance with the
7 provisions of this section. The commissioner of DPH shall, in
8 response to this petition, either publish a notice of intent to add
9 the petitioned substances to the Massachusetts substance list,

10 pursuant to the requirements of subsection (g), or notify the
11 petitioners of his/ her decision not to publish such a notice of intent.
12 In the case of such decision not to publish a notice of intent to 
|̂ 3 add the petitioned substance to said list, the commissioner of DPH
14 shall also provide the petitioners with a written justification of
15 his/her decision. Any petitioners aggrieved by the decision of the
16 commissioner may appeal such decision to the Superior Court for
17 Suffolk County. The standards for review shall be in accordance
18 with the standards provided in section fourteen of chapter thirty A
19 of the General Laws.

1 SECTION 4. Section sixteen of chapter one hundred eleven F
2 of the General Laws, as so appearing, is hereby amended by
3 inserting after the first sentence the following sentence:
4 Upon filing of said MSDS or MSDSs, the employer shall pay
5 a fee which shall be determined annually by the commissioner of
6 administration under the provisions of section three B of chapter
7 seven of the General Laws, but which shall not be less than fifty
8 dollars. Said fee shall be credited to the Toxics Use Reduction
9 Fund established in section sixteen of chapter twenty-one I of the 

10 General Laws.

1 SECTION 5. Toxics Use Reduction Revolving Loan Fund.
2 Chapter twenty-three A of the General Laws is hereby amended
3 by adding after section thirty-eight C the following new sections:
4 Section 38D. There is hereby established a fund, known as the
5 Toxics Use Reduction Revolving Loan Fund, to which shall be 

. 6 credited the proceeds of any bonds or notes of the Commonwealth
7 issued for this purpose, and any other appropriations authorized
8 by the General Court specifically designated to be credited to said
9 fund. The Massachusetts Industrial Finance Agency, in this and 

10 in sections thirty-eight E and thirty-eight F inclusive known as
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11 the agency, shall hold said fund in an account or accounts separate
12 from other funds. The agency shall be authorized to provide funds
13 necessary for the administration and to satisfy the purposes of
14 Sections Five and Six of this act.
15 Section 38E. In order to assist it in establishing rules and
16 regulations relative to the Toxics Use Reduction Revolving Loan
17 Fund, the agency is hereby authorized and directed to establish
18 a toxics use reduction loan fund advisory council, which shall
19 consist of seven members as follows: three members, experienced
20 in business and finance, to be appointed by the agency board qAji
21 directors, who may also be members of the agency board; two
22 members, experienced in banking and financing, appointed by the
23 agency board of directors; and three members appointed by the
24 Administrative Council on Toxics Use Reduction established in
25 section four of chapter twenty-one I of the General Laws. The
26 toxics use reduction loan fund advisory council shall act in an
27 advisory capacity to the agency board in matters relative to the
28 financing of toxics use reduction loan applications and said
29 advisory council may review and provide technical comments
30 regarding each loan application submitted to the agency board
31 for approval.
32 Said advisory council shall, after providing due notice and
33 opportunity for a hearing, recommend a program to provide
34 sources of funds, including, but not limited to federal, state or
35 private funding and issuance of debt or industry assessments for
36 the Toxics Use Reduction Revolving Loan Fund. Such
37 recommended program shall, after approval by the agency board
38 of directors, be filed with the clerks of the senate and the house
39 of representatives and with the commissioner of administration.
40 Section 38F. The board of directors of the agency, may, upon
41 application by a toxics user or small quantity toxics user, as
42 “toxics user” and “small quantity toxics user” are defined in
43 section two of chapter twenty-one I of the General Laws, grant
44 a loan from the Toxics Use Reduction Loan Fund. The boarjT
45 of directors, after consultation with the advisory councP'1
46 established in section 38E of this chapter, shall within six months
47 of the effective date of this act establish criteria to use in
48 determining which toxics users and small quantity toxics users
49 shall receive such loans. These criteria shall include at a minimum;
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50 (1) that the use of said loan funds by said toxics user or small
51 quantity toxics user will contribute to significant toxics use
52 reduction, as the term “toxics use reduction” is defined in section
53 two of chapter twenty-one I of the General Laws,
54 (2) that said toxics user or small quantity user clearly
55 demonstrate a need for the loan funds in order to implement said
56 toxics use reduction measure or measures, and
57 (3) that said toxics user or small quantity toxics user clearly
58 demonstrate that he/she has, is, or will be implementing a 

^59 comprehensive corporate toxics use reduction program.
60 A toxics user or small quantity toxics user shall make
61 application for a toxics use reduction loan on a form provide by
62 the agency which shall contain, at a minimum, the following:
63 (a) a general description of the company, including but not
64 limited to, a business plan, corporate history, last audited financial
65 statement and an inventory of equipment owned or to be
66 purchased;
67 (b) a general description of the number, type and class of
68 employees employed or to be employed in the operation and the
69 total of salary expenditures;
70 (c) a description of all real estate held or leased in conjunction
71 with the applicant’s business, including leased facilities and a list
72 of encumbrances thereon;
73 (d) if the applicant is a toxics user, a copy of the annual toxic
74 or hazardous substance inventory required pursuant to section
75 nine of chapter twenty-one I of the General Laws or, if the
76 applicant is a small quantity toxics user, an inventory of the
77 quantity of toxic or hazardous substances, as the term “toxic or
78 hazardous substance” is defined in section two of chapter twenty-
79 one I of the General Laws, used, produced, acquired, and shipped
80 annually by the small quantity toxics user;
81 (e) if the applicant is a toxics user, a copy of the completed and
82 certified toxics use reduction plan required pursuant to section 

^8 3  ten of chapter twenty-one I of the General Laws or, if the applicant 
^ 8 4  is a small quantity toxics user or a toxics user not required to have

85 completed said plan by the time of application, a sufficient
86 dem onstration that the applicant has been or shall be
87 implementing a corporate toxics use reduction program;
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88 (f) a description of the toxics use reduction method or methods
89 that the applicant intends to apply the funds to; and
90 (g) a demonstration that the sought loan funds are necessary
91 for the implementation of the toxics use reduction method or
92 - methods described pursuant to subparagraph (f).
93 (A) The board of directors of the agency shall make loans of
94 moneys held in the Toxics Use Reduction Fund and provide for
95 the repayment and redeposit of loans according to the following
96 provisions:
97 (1) that not more than two hundred and fifty thousand dollars^
98 shall be loaned to any such toxics user or small quantity toxics
99 user. If the board determines, after the initial loan by the agency,

100 that additional moneys are required to protect the initial loan of
101 the agency, it may approve an additional loan not to exceed the
102 amount of the initial loan. The toxics user or small quantity toxics
103 user may use the proceeds of the loan for the purposes of financing
104 toxics use reduction measures as approved by the board, and shall
105 repay the loan principal and any interest borne by the loan to the
106 Toxics Use Reduction Revolving Loan Fund according to a
107 schedule to be determined by the board of directors;
108 (2) that upon default by the borrower, the agency shall take title
109 to the borrower’s facility, as the term “facility” is defined in section
110 two of chapter twenty-one I of the General Laws, or equipment
111 therein, by foreclosure proceeding in order to recover any loan
112 previously made therefor by the agency and shall pay all costs
113 arising out of such foreclosure and acquisition from moneys held
114 in the Toxics Use Reduction Loan Fund and sell, transfer and
115 convey any such facility or equipment therein to any responsible
116 buyers. In the event such sale, transfer or conveyance cannot be
117 affected within a reasonable time, the agency may lease such
118 facility or equipment therein to a responsible tenant or tenants
119 to minimize financial losses and sustain employment. The agency
120 shall not lease any facility except under the conditions and for
121 the purposes cited herein.

1 SECTION 6. To meet a portion of the expenditures necessary
2 to carry out the provisions of Section Five of this act, the state
3 treasurer, upon request of the governor, shall issue and sell bonds
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4 of the commonwealth, registered or with coupons attached, as he
5 deems best, to an amount to be specified by the governor from
6 time to time, but not exceeding, in the aggregate, the sum of ten
7 million dollars. All bonds so issued by the commonwealth shall
8 be designated on their face, Massachusetts Toxics Use Reduction
9 Bond, Act of 1988, and shall be issued for such maximum term

10 of years, not exceeding twenty years, as the governor may
11 recommend to the general court pursuant to Section 3 of Article
12 LXII of the Amendments to the Constitution of the Common- 

4̂ 13 wealth; provided, however, that all such bonds shall be payable
14 from the general funds, and the interest hereon issued under the
15 authority of this Section, notwithstanding any other provisions
16 of this act, shall be general obligations of the commonwealth. The
17 initial maturity of such bonds shall be payable not later than one
18 year from the date of issue thereof, and the entire issue not later
19 than June 30, 2014.

1 SECTION 7. There is hereby appropriated from the general
2 food a sum of not less than two million dollars to the toxics use
3 reduction institute.

1 SECTION 8. The provisions of this act are severable, and if
2 any of its provisions or an application thereof shall be held
3 unconstitutional by any court of competent jurisdiction, the
4 decision of such court shall not affect or impair any of the
5 remaining provisions or other applications thereof.
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